

**American Heart Association**

**Special Guest Faculty**

Jeffrey C. Grauer, MD - Chief, Heart Failure Center, Northwell Health, Manhasset, NY

Ronald D. Stewart, MD, OC, ONS, BA, BSc, MD, D Sc - Professor of Emergency Medicine and Anaesthesia, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada; National Investigator and First Author, ROC ITD Clinical Trial

Edward F. Mack, MD - Chief Medical Officer, Emergency Medical Preparing, Greenwood Village, CO and Denver, CO, Clinical Professor of Emergency Medicine, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

Sponsored by UT Southwestern Department of Surgery and the Office of Continuing Medical Education

---

**Course Director**

Paul E. Pepe, MD, MPH, FACC, FACEP

Professor; Surgery, Medicine, Pediatrics, Public Health and Child Health, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas; Director, City of Dallas Medical Emergency Services for Public Safety, Public Health and Homeland Security

---

**Federal Agency Medical Directors / Medical Officers**

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

William T. Roper, MD - Chief Medical Officer for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

United States Secret Service

Nelson Berg, MD - Medical Director; United States Secret Service, and the Office of Medical Affairs; Forensic Sciences and Forensic Pathology; Office of Emergency Medical Services and EMT Programs, United States Secret Service

Edward E. Blackford, MD - Director, Preparedness Policy, National Security Staff

The White House National Security Staff

Robert E. Suter, DO - Director, Medical Director, The White House National Security Staff

The White House, Washington, DC

Sponsorship: UT Southwestern Department of Surgery
A Gathering of Eagles XIII

STATE OF THE SCIENCE:

11:35 am - 12:00 pm • Presentation of a Special Lifetime Achievement Award

7:30 am - 11:00 am • Registration, Continental Breakfast

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm • LUNCH WITH THE BUNCH

1:00 pm - 5:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Ways to Breathe Easier: Evolving Considerations in Respiratory Support

7:30 am - 8:30 am • The Saturday Out-of-the-Crate De-Bait: Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

8:30 am - 9:00 am • Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

9:00 am - 10:00 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Quality Considerations: Evolving Considerations in Transport Procedures

10:00 am - 11:00 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

11:00 am - 12:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

12:00 pm - 1:25 pm • LUNCH WITH THE BUNCH

1:25 pm - 2:40 pm • Next Generation of EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

2:40 pm - 3:25 pm • Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

3:25 pm - 4:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

6:00 pm - 7:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

7:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

Saturday Morning, February 26, 2011

7:00 am - 7:30 am • Registration and Continental Breakfast

7:30 am - 7:45 am • Day 2 Beginnings !!!

7:45 am - 8:15 am • The Saturday Out-of-the-Crate De-Bait: Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

8:15 am - 8:45 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Ways to Breathe Easier: Evolving Considerations in Respiratory Support

8:45 am - 9:15 am • Next Generation of EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

9:15 am - 9:45 am • Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

9:45 am - 10:25 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

10:25 am - 11:00 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

11:00 am - 11:45 am • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

11:45 am - 12:30 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm • LUNCH WITH THE BUNCH: Breaking Bread with the Eagles

Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

Saturday Afternoon, February 26, 2011

1:25 pm - 2:40 pm • Next Generation of EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

2:40 pm - 3:25 pm • Perspectives on EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

3:25 pm - 4:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)

4:00 pm - 5:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management in EMS: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm • Two-Seven & Eleven Considerations for PSEAs: Re-Toothing the EMN Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Disparities – Jeffrey J. Greenberg (RADC)
**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2011**

**A Gathering of Eagles XIII**

EMS STATE OF THE SCIENCE:

11:15 am -11:25 am Please Don’t Interrupt Me! The Impact of Lay Rescuer Series: A Brief Review of the Literature

11:35 am -12:00 pm • Presentation of a Special Lifetime Achievement Award

**Friday Afternoon, February 25, 2011**

AfterLunch Wealth Health Special

Two-Thomas & Eleven Re-Caps about Cognostics: A Mini-Symposium about End-Tidal CO2 Monitoring

1:25pm-1:25pm It’s Important to Make Waves: ETCO Analysis as the AEMG gold standard – Jeffrey M. Goldstein, MD (London)

1:40pm-1:50pm Inflammatory Markers Using ETCO Analysis in Sepsis Syndromes – George A. Raki, MD (Orlando)

2:15pm-2:25pm Traumatic Events: Cautions about ETCO Analysis in Trauma – Jason T. McKinnell, MD (Cincinnati)

Two-Thomas & Eleven Ways to Deal with Injuries: A Mini-Symposium about EMS and Trauma Care

2:30pm-2:55pm Trauma-Rama: What We Can Learn from Movie & TV EMS Care – Neal J. Biehl, MD (Louisville)

3:00pm-3:15pm A Shaking Thing Called The Big Easy Experience with Big DifficultVF – Juliette M. Sauyé, MD (New Jersey)

3:15pm-4:00pm Get SMART: Results of a VF waveform Analysis Tool – John J. Prewitt, MD (New York)

4:15pm-5:00pm Resuscitation Coordination: The Pit Crew Approach to Cardiac Arrest – Paul H. Auerbach, MD (Philadelphia)

5:15pm-5:30pm Let’s Get a Break – PLEASE, GIVE US A BREAK

6:30pm-6:45pm Registration and Continental Breakfast

Housekeeping Items

9:55am-10:20am Two-Thousand & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management Issues:

9:55am-10:25am The Eagles Wing It: Saturday Lightning Rounds #1

10:35am-10:50am Should They Stay or Should They Go: First Time Presentation of a New Eagles Consensus Paper!! – Marc Conterato, MD (Minneapolis)

12:00pm-1:00pm LUNCH WITH THE BUNCH

Participants Break Bread with Eagles

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2011

**EAGLES XIV**

February 2012!

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2011

**Saturday, February 26, 2011**

7:00am-7:30am Registration and Continental Breakfast

3:30pm-4:55pm MEETING Announcements, Special Welcomes and Closing Remarks

Two-Thomas & Eleven Ways to Breathe Easier: Evolving Considerations in Respiratory Support

7:45am-8:40am The Saturday Out-of-the-Ce-Da-Box: Fowler and Dow, Spin & Get Out Before; No Holis Barnold – Raymond L. Fowler, MD (Peer Tel Eagle)

9:55am-10:20am • Presentation of a Special Lifetime Achievement Award

10:55am-11:20am Perspectivas en EMS Disposition of Major Heart Attacks

11:25am-11:50am Breaking Bread with the Eagles

12:15pm-1:40pm • Presentation of a Special Lifetime Achievement Award

**Saturday, February 26, 2011**

1:45pm-2:25pm The Nose Knows: Intranasal Medications are Growing!! – Christopher B. Colwell, MD (Denver)

2:30pm-3:20pm Drug-Induced Angioedema – Marc Conterato, MD (Minneapolis)

3:25pm-4:00pm Re-Tooling the EMD Toolkit: Evolving Diagnostic Processes for Chest Pain

4:05pm-4:30pm Does Prehospital CPAP Preclude Endotracheal Intubation?

4:35pm-5:00pm Show Me the Money! An Economic Analysis of Alternative Service Delivery Methods

5:05pm-5:30pm A Two-Course Menu for the Proposed and Future Sub-Specialty of EMS

5:45pm-6:10pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Quality Considerations: Safety and Risk Management Considerations in Prehospital Care

**SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2011**

11:15am-11:40am Federal Agency Medical Directors and Friends

11:50am-12:15pm Two-Thomas & Eleven Issues in Personnel and Management: Recent Labor and Management Considerations in EMS

1:15pm-2:00pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

1:30pm-2:00pm Dealing with Homeland Insecurity: The Role of JICs in Dealing with the Media – Robert M. Davis (U.S. DHS)

1:45pm-2:25pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Transport Issues: Evolving Considerations in EMS Transport Procedures

2:55pm-3:15pm A Two-Course Menu for the Proposed and Future Sub-Specialty of EMS

3:45pm-4:30pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

4:30pm-5:00pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

5:15pm-5:30pm Drug Complications and Novel Medications in Prehospital Care

5:30pm-6:00pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

6:00pm-6:15pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

6:15pm-6:30pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

6:30pm-6:45pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

6:45pm-7:00pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

7:00pm-7:15pm Two-Thousand & Eleven Considerations for PSAPs:

**Frequent Eagle Warning:**

Now Back to Our Previously Scheduled Programming:

**EAGLES XIV**

February 2012!